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Rare earth elements (REEs) play an essential role in our modern society, being critical resources for electronic devices and renewable energy technologies. Efficient platforms for REE recovery and purification are essential to resource security and environmental management. Imparting electrochemical control over an adsorbent system can lead to higher modularity and sustainability, by enabling adsorbent regeneration without the use of additional chemicals. For the reversible capture and release of REEs, we design and synthesize a redox-copolymer, poly(ferrocenylypropyl methacrylamide-co-methacrylic acid) (PFPMAm-co-MAA), that combines an ion-exchange carboxyl group for REE adsorption, and a redox-active ferrocene moiety for regeneration based on electrochemical control. By molecularly tuning the copolymer composition, efficient adsorption uptake could be achieved alongside electrochemically regenerated adsorbent reuse. The copolymer electrodes exhibited an Y(III) adsorption capacity of 69.4 mg Y per g polymer, and electrochemically mediated regeneration efficiency close to 100% through oxidation of the ferrocenium units. The copolymer sorbent showed stoichiometric binding for cerium (Ce), neodymium (Nd), europium (Eu), gadolinium (Gd), and dysprosium (Dy) based on carboxyl active sites. Our work provides a proof of concept for electrochemically regenerable ion-exchange copolymers for REE recovery, and we envision generalized applications of this concept in electrifying ion-exchange systems and cation-selective separations.

1. Introduction

Rare earth elements (REEs) are a group of 17 chemically similar elements consisting of 15 lanthanides plus scandium (Sc) and yttrium (Y).1–3 The unique magnetic, phosphorescent, and catalytic properties of REEs make them irreplaceable components in a growing technology market. They play a key role in many products, from computers and smartphones to rechargeable batteries, lasers, and electric automobiles.1–2 Over the past decades, the consumption of REEs has steadily increased due to their uses in new materials and renewable technologies.4–12 The worldwide production of REEs has been geographically limited,6,13 with many countries mostly relying on imported REEs from limited supply sources.14–16 Thus, both the European Commission17 and the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) consider REEs to have critical supply risk, especially for neodymium (Nd), europium (Eu), terbium (Tb), dysprosium (Dy), and yttrium (Y).18,19 With increasing demand, restricted supply, and low recycling rate, there is an urgent need for efficient REE recovery technologies.

Commonly used methods for REE separation include chemical precipitation, liquid–liquid extraction, ion-exchange, and adsorption.20–22 However, many of these conventional approaches produce significant hazardous waste, require excess chemical input, and often have challenges in molecular selectivity.20 Functional surfaces can be a pathway for molecular selectivity, due to the library of specific adsorption groups which have proven affinity with REEs,20,21 including carboxyl and hydroxyl groups.20,21,23–27 However, adsorption often requires significant chemical consumption during regeneration of adsorbent materials, including addition of acids and bases.

Electrochemical separations offer a green alternative for REE recovery, allowing for regeneration of adsorbents without the use of additional chemicals, fully promoted by electron-transfer.28–32 Redox-active materials in particular have been shown to promote selective molecular binding.33,34 Redox-active polymers containing ferrocenyI groups have shown high selectivity towards anionic contaminants, including metal oxyanions of arsenic and chromium, among others.29,30,31,35–37 However, these redox-polymer platforms have mostly been restricted to applications in anion separations, with limited attention devoted to cation-selective separations. These limitations are partly due to a lack of redox-active polymers that are able to sustain...
a negative charge in aqueous solutions, especially at neutral or acidic pH values. Thus, there is significant demand for functional polymer design concepts for cation-selective systems, especially for recovery of REEs and other critical elements which are often present as species with a positive charge in solution.

Recently, redox-copolymers have been used to modulate hydrophobicity and electrostatic interactions orthogonally for electrosorption of perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), by leveraging binding groups for PFAS with redox-active TEMPO groups for hydrophobicity and electrostatic control.\textsuperscript{31} Unlike homopolymers, copolymers can combine different functionalities from distinct monomer units to leverage synergistic effects. Here, we propose the combination of carboxyl groups with ferrocene groups within a single redox-copolymer, to combine traditional ion-exchange effects with redox-mediated release. Poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) for example has been shown to efficiently adsorb metal cations by an ion exchange mechanism.\textsuperscript{20,21,26} At the same time, polymers with ferrocene moieties in the side chain, such as poly(vinyl ferrocene) and ferrocene based (meth)acrylates, show remarkable redox properties, due to the high stability of the ferrocene (Fc)/ferrocenium (Fc\textsuperscript{+}) redox couple.\textsuperscript{38–40}

We propose a system that combines the uptake of traditional ion exchange resins analogous to PMAA for REE capture, and regeneration by electrosorption and charge-repulsion based on ferrocenium groups (Fig. 1). Next, we describe the synthesis and characterization of a redox copolymer, poly(ferrocenylpropyl methacrylamide-co-methacrylic acid) (P(FPMAm-co-MAA)), and its application in the recovery of important rare-earth elements, with a focus on yttrium (Y), dysprosium (Dy), neodymium (Nd), europium (Eu), cerium (Ce), and gadolinium (Gd). We discuss the effect of different copolymer compositions on electrochemical regeneration and adsorption uptake of the REEs. This work serves as a proof of concept for electrochemically regenerated ion-exchange copolymers to enable more sustainable cation-selective separations.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of P(FPMAm-co-MAA)

2.1.1 Synthesis of 2-cyanovinyl ferrocene. Ferrocene carbonylaldehyde (20 g, 93 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (314 g, 400 mL, 7.66 mol) and stirred in an argon atmosphere. Potassium hydroxide (5.2 g, 93 mmol) was dissolved in water (3 mL) and added to the solution. The solution was subsequently heated to reflux and stirred for 2 hours. After cooling to room temperature, the mixture was filtered, and the acetonitrile was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was dissolved in 100 mL Et\textsubscript{2}O and washed with water. The organic phase was dried with MgSO\textsubscript{4} and the solvent removed. The crude product was recrystallized from boiling hexane (60 mL), yielding 2-cyanovinyl ferrocene (21.59 g, 91.07 mmol, 97%) as a red solid.\textsuperscript{1}H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl\textsubscript{3}, \(\delta\)) 7.29 (d, \(\text{J} = 11.8\) Hz, 1H, HCCH, \(\text{trans}\)), 6.98 (d, \(\text{J} = 11.6\) Hz, 1H, HCCH, \(\text{cis}\)), 5.44 (d, \(\text{J} = 16.2\) Hz, 1H, HCCH, \(\text{trans}\)), 5.19 (d, \(\text{J} = 11.6\) Hz, 1H, HCCH, \(\text{cis}\)), 4.86 (t, \(\text{J} = 1.9\) Hz, 2H, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}, \(\text{cis}\)), 4.48 (t, \(\text{J} = 2.0\), 1.5 Hz, 1H, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}, \(\text{cis}\)), 4.47 (s, 4H, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5}, \(\text{trans}\)), 4.21 (s, 5H, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5}, \(\text{cis}\)), 4.21 (s, 5H, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5}, \(\text{trans}\)). HR-ESI m/z: [M]\textsuperscript{+} calcd for C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{11}FeN, 237.0235; found: C 66.79, H 4.63, N 6.03.

2.1.2 Synthesis of 3-ferrocenyl propylamine. A hydrogenation reactor was filled with a solution of cyanovinyl ferrocene (8.0 g, 34 mmol) in ethanol (90 mL) and 30% ammonium hydroxide (30 mL). RANEY\textsuperscript{®}-nickel (7.9 g, 30 wt% slurry in water, 40 mmol) was added. The reactor was closed, purged with N\textsubscript{2} and pressurized with hydrogen (8 bar). The reactor was

![Fig. 1](image-url) Overview of the reversible capture and release of REEs by P(FPMAm-co-MAA) through electrochemically regenerated ion exchange. During adsorption, REE ions are captured by chemical ion exchange. During desorption, ferrocene (Fc) is oxidized to ferrocenium (Fc\textsuperscript{+}) electrochemically, allowing for desorption of the REE ions through electrostatic repulsion. Reduction of ferrocenium (Fc\textsuperscript{+}) back to ferrocene (Fc) is required for electrode cycling.
stirred at 40 °C for 4 days. The mixture was filtered through a plug of Celite to remove the catalyst, and the Celite and catalyst were washed with EtOH. The solvents were evaporated, and the residue diluted with 100 mL EtO. The organic phase was washed with water and brine, dried with Na₂CO₃ and the solvent evaporated. The procedure yielded 3-ferrocenylpropylamine (7.03 g, 28.9 mmol, 86%) as a red oil that was used without further purification. ¹H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl₃, δ): 4.11–4.02 (m, 9H, ferrocene), 2.72 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H, NH₂–CH₂), 2.37 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H, fc-CH₂), 1.66 (p, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 1.28 (s, 2H, CH₂–CH₂). HR-ESI m/z: [M]+ calcd for C₁₇H₂₁FeNO, 311.0967; found, 311.0972. Anal. calcd for C₁₇H₂₁FeNO: C 76.52, H 6.80, N 4.50.

2.1.3 Synthesis of 3-ferrocenylpropyl methacrylamide (FPAM). In a dry Schlenk flask with a septum, which was purged with argon, ferrocenyl propylamine (3.00 g, 12.3 mmol) was dissolved in dry dichloromethane (80 mL) and triethylamine (1.37 g, 1.89 mL, 13.6 mmol) was added. The orange solution was subsequently cooled in an ice bath and methacrylic anhydride (2.09 g, 2.02 mL, 13.6 mmol) was added. The orange solution was stirred for another 16 h at room temperature. The reaction solution was washed consecutively with saturated aqueous NaHCO₃ solution, water, and brine. Afterward, the organic phase was dried with MgSO₄ and the solvent was evaporated slowly. After 30 min, the ice bath was removed, and the solution was stirred for another 16 h at room temperature. The reaction solution was washed consecutively with saturated aqueous NaHCO₃ solution, water, and brine. Afterward, the organic phase was dried with MgSO₄ and the solvent was evaporated, yielding 1.11 g (87%) P(FPMAm)₄₄ as a colorless solid. HR-ESI m/z: [M]+ calcd for C₁₃H₁₇FeN, 243.0705; found, 243.0706. Anal. calcd for C₁₃H₁₇FeN: C 70.57, N 5.76.

2.1.4 Synthesis of P(FPMAm-co-MAA) (Pn). Exemplary procedure for the synthesis of P1: FPMAm (1.00 g, 3.21 mmol), methacrylic acid (277 mg, 3.21 mmol) and AIBN (10.5 mg, 0.06 mmol) were dissolved in 1.4-dioxiane (4 mL). The mixture was degassed by bubbling with argon for 15 min and heated to 60 °C for 16 h. The polymer was precipitated in diethyl ether (50 mL) and filtered. The polymer was dissolved in 25 mL of THF, precipitated again in diethyl ether and dried under reduced pressure, yielding 1.11 g (87%) P(FPMAm₄₄-co-MAA₆₆) (P1) as an orange solid. GPC: Mₙ = 9.5 kg mol⁻¹, Mₜ = 31.4 kg mol⁻¹, D = 3.29.

2.1.5 Synthesis of P(BzMA-co-MAA) (P5). BzMA (2.00 g, 11.35 mmol), methacrylic acid (977 mg, 11.35 mmol) and AIBN (37.3 mg, 0.23 mmol) were dissolved in 1.4-dioxiane (15 mL). The mixture was degassed by bubbling with argon for 15 min and heated to 60 °C for 16 h. The polymer was precipitated in acetonitrile (50 mL) and filtered. The polymer was dissolved in 25 mL of THF, precipitated again in acetonitrile and dried under reduced pressure, yielding 1.95 g (78%) P(BzMA₅₂-co-MAA₄₆) as a colorless solid.

2.2. Preparation of P(FPMAm-co-MAA)-CNT electrodes

To fabricate immobilized ferrocene electrodes, two stocks were prepared: stock A consisting of 12 mg of P(FPMAm-co-MAA) (P1) in 3 mL of deionized (DI) water and 60 µL of 1 M NaOH, and stock B consisting of 12 mg of CNT (multiwalled carbon nanotubes, 1.2 mg of 1,3-BDSA in 1.5 mL of dimethylformamide (DMF). Stock A was stirred and heated until the polymer was fully dissolved while stock B was sonicated for 30 min in ice water. P1/CNT (1:1 ratio) was prepared by mixing stocks A and B and sonicating for 4 h in an ice-bath. Once prepared, a titanium-grade 1 mesh (titanium screen, Fuel Cell Store) cut into rectangles (1 cm × 2 cm, 53 µm thick) was drop-coated with the solution containing the active material, with about 40–50 µL for each drop, and left to dry at 95 °C in an oven between drops, with a final total coated area of active material of 1 cm². After coating, the polymer-coated electrodes were left overnight to ensure that all solvent was evaporated. The electrodes were left in an oven at 140 °C for 3 h to activate the crosslinker. Total coating mass was determined by the weight difference of the substrate before and after coating in a high-accuracy analytical balance. The coated electrodes were then connected to a copper wire with copper tape. These functionalized electrodes with the P1 polymer will be referred to as P1-CNT. Electrodes coated with other materials used in this paper were assembled in the same fashion as P1-CNT electrodes with some having variations to the coating solutions. Further details on materials and instruments for characterization can be found in Section SI-1, † and detailed electrode preparation is presented in Section SI-2. †

2.3. Adsorption experiments

2.3.1 Equilibrium adsorption tests. Batch adsorption experiments were primarily carried out with yttrium(III) to determine performance and adsorption parameters, with Y(III) being used as the model for REE ions in this system for the proof of concept. We then evaluated our electrodes for neodymium (Nd), europium (Eu), gadolinium (Gd), dysprosium (Dy), and cerium (Ce) to demonstrate the generality in the concept. Stock solutions were prepared by dissolving RECl₃ and NaCl salts in deionized (DI) water. Solutions were prepared containing 1 mM YCl₃ and 20 mM NaCl in DI water (NdCl₃, EuCl₃, GdCl₃, DyCl₃, or CeCl₃ replacing YCl₃ when applicable), with the REE as the minority ion in twenty-fold higher competing cation concentration to mimic brackish industrial and mining wastewater conditions. In addition, the effect of ionic strength was also tested by varying the concentration of NaCl from 5 to 100 mM. All adsorption tests were performed with a titanium (Ti) coated electrode in 10 mL of stock solution and stirred at 300 rpm at room temperature. Experiments were run for 1 h unless otherwise stated. The initial and final concentrations of the REE solutions were determined using ICP-OES (5110 ICP-OES, Agilent Technologies). Samples were run through the ICP in 10 replicates, with each experiment solution measured in triplicate and each experiment repeated at least twice. The concentration of the stock solution used for each experiment was determined by ICP in the same run as the correlating experiment to allow for identical ICP conditions.
when comparing initial and final concentrations. The uptake values are reported as the adsorption capacity normalized by the mass of the total coating (polymer + CNT + cross-linker per electrode, unless otherwise stated). Adsorption capacity was determined using eqn (1):

\[ q = \frac{(C_0 - C) \times V}{m} \]  

where \( q \) is the adsorption capacity (mg g\(^{-1}\)), \( C_0 \) and \( C \) are the initial and final REE ion concentrations (mg L\(^{-1}\)), \( V \) is the volume of the solution (L), and \( m \) is the mass of the electrode coating (g).

2.3.2 Effects of solution pH on REE adsorption. The effect of pH on adsorption capacity was investigated by adjusting a solution of 1 mM YCl\(_3\) and 20 mM NaCl to the desired pH values using either dilute HCl or NaOH solution. The initial and final concentrations of REEs were determined in the same manner as mentioned earlier, where the corresponding stock with the specifically tested pH was compared to the solution in the experiment with the same initial pH level.

2.3.3 Adsorption kinetics and equilibrium isotherm. Kinetics were measured with the P1-CNT electrode placed in an Y(III) stock solution (10 mL of 1 mM YCl\(_3\) and 20 mM NaCl, pH = 6). The equilibrium isotherm was measured at different initial concentrations (10 mL of 0.1–3.0 mM YCl\(_3\) and 20 mM NaCl, pH = 6) and stirred at 300 rpm at room temperature for 1 h.

2.3.4Adsorption selectivity. The REE stocks used in single REE adsorption tests contained 20 mM NaCl. XPS spectra were used to compare the uptake of REE ions and Na ions when using P1-CNT electrodes. The electrodes examined were placed in 10 mL of aqueous solution containing 1 mM YCl\(_3\) and 20 mM NaCl for 1 h. Selectivity between selected REE ions was also tested by assaying each sample for all the REEs before and after adsorption. 10 mL of a solution containing a mixture of Y(III) and Ce(III), and 10 mL of a solution containing a mixture of Y(III) and Dy(III), at a concentration of 1 mM each, were tested.

2.4. Electrochemically mediated regeneration

For desorption tests, 10 mL of solution with a background electrolyte concentration of 20 mM NaCl was used. Chronoamperometry was used for all desorption tests in this work. ICP-OES was used to determine the amount of REE ions desorbed into solution. The electrode regeneration experiments were carried out similarly with Y(III) as the model REE ion. After electrochemical desorption, the P1-CNT was reduced to neutralize the positive charge and reuse the electrode for cation adsorption. Chronopotentiometry was used for electrode reduction steps, with an applied current of −0.025 mA under a nitrogen purge (procedure optimized after trial and error). The electrodes could then be subsequently used for further adsorption/desorption cycles.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of P(FPMAm-co-MAA)

To overcome the challenge of regeneration of traditional carboxylic acid-based adsorbents for REEs, we aimed to combine the carboxylic acid moiety with a redox-active ferrocene moiety in a copolymer. The electrochemical oxidation of the neutral ferrocene to the positively charged ferrocenium ion should introduce enough positive charges on the polymer to compensate for the negative charges of the carboxylate anions, and consequently displace the REE cations once bound. To achieve this goal, methacrylic acid (MAA) was chosen as the carboxylic acid monomer, due to its large-scale commercial availability and low cost. Ferrocenylpropyl methacrylamide (FPMAm) was chosen as the ferrocene-containing monomer, because it has been proven to have a remarkable cycling stability in aqueous redox flow batteries and does not have the limitations of vinyl ferrocene in a free radical polymerization process.

The synthesis of FPMAm starting from ferrocene (Scheme 1) was improved to increase the overall yield from 51%, reported previously,\(^{40-42}\) to 65%. The limitation of the previous synthesis was the reduction of the nitrile to the amine with LiAlH\(_4\) with a yield of only 60%. By combining this step and the hydrogenation of the C==C double bond into a single hydrogenation step using RANEY®-nickel as the catalyst, the yield was improved to 86% and the synthesis shortened by a whole step. Further improvements were achieved by replacing the time and resource intensive chromatographic purification of the 2-cyanovinyl ferrocene with a simple recrystallization protocol and replacing the expensive methacryloyl chloride with much cheaper methacrylic anhydride for the last step of the synthesis. FPMAm and MAA were copolymerized by free radical copolymerization (Scheme 2), yielding a copolymer with different ratios of FPMAm and MAA and thus different ratios of sites for RE binding and redox-active groups.

The ratio of monomers determined by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy and the P(FPMAm\(_x\)-co-MAA\(_{100-x}\)) used in this study are summarized in Table 1, with \( x \) indicating the content of FPMAm in mol%. Furthermore, a copolymer of MAA and hydrophobic benzyl methacrylate (P(BzMA\(_{52}\)-MAA\(_{48}\))) was synthesized as a non-redox active control. Measurement of the molecular weight was attempted by gel permeation chromatography, and only the polymer with low MAA content (P2) yielded consistent results (Fig. S28†). The polymer with a higher MAA content (P1) formed micelles in DMF, as shown by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements. This micellization was due to the high content of carboxylate groups, which are not well solubilized in DMF, and the organosoluble FPMAm repeating units stabilizing the micelles. When P1 was dissolved in water it also formed micelles with the hydrophobic ferrocene moieties forming the core of the micelles.
3.2. Fabrication and characterization of P(FPMAm-co-MAA)-CNT electrodes

The main challenge in the fabrication of stable electrodes for use in water is the water solubility of the polymers – especially in the oxidized state. To prevent dissolution of the polymer, crosslinking of the polymer film was performed. 1,3-Benzene-disulfonyl azide (1,3-BDSA) was used as a crosslinker. By heating to temperatures > 120 °C, the sulfonyl azide groups of this crosslinker formed reactive nitrene species that inserted into the C–H bonds of the polymer, thus crosslinking the polymer. Without the crosslinker, P1 was seen to quickly dissolve out of the P1-CNT electrodes due to the water solubility of PMAA (Fig. S1†).

The stability and redox activity of the P1-CNT electrode was investigated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Section SI-3†). Redox activity in the redox-copolymer was confirmed through CVs, with clear reversible oxidation and reduction of the ferrocenyl groups observed (Fig. 2). Crosslinking with 1,3-BDSA prevented P1 (and the other MAA containing polymers) from dissolving into the aqueous solution and therefore stabilize the P1-CNT electrodes. The ratios of cross-linking reagent/P1 tested were 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 wt%. Even with crosslinking, the P1-CNT electrodes display some initial loss of active material due to incomplete crosslinking. However, the charge of the electrodes stabilized quickly and led to a stable operational charge of ~80% of the initial charge. On the other hand, the polymer in the P1-CNT electrode without crosslinking quickly dissolved completely (Fig. S1 and S2†), showing the importance of optimizing crosslinking compositions. The optimal ratio of cross-linking reagent/P1 (and all polymers containing MAA) of 0.1 wt% was used throughout the rest of the work. The elemental mapping images of the P1-CNT electrode were recorded, and its surface morphology was examined (Fig. S7 and Table S3a†) to confirm the stability of the polymer in the coating and also show the microporous morphology of the electrode.

3.3. REE adsorption

3.3.1 Investigation of the polymer structure and target REE screening. Adsorption experiments for Y, and additional Naions, were performed on several different adsorbents, including P(FPMAm)-CNT (ferrocene functional group control), P(FPMAm70-co-MAA30)-CNT, P(FPMAm25-co-MAA75)-CNT, and P(BzMA52-MAA48)-CNT (non-redox active control), as well as just CNT, to evaluate the effect of the polymer structure. All tests for all adsorbents and all REEs were performed under the same conditions (10 mL of aqueous solution containing 1 mM RE(Cl)3 and 20 mM NaCl, 1 h run time, open circuit, pH of 6, at room temperature).

Based on experimental results (Fig. 3a), the Y ion uptake increased with increasing methacrylic acid content in carboxylic acid moieties. Negligible Y uptake was observed on electrodes coated with the active material without carboxylic acid groups (P(FPMAm)-CNT and CNT controls), providing strong evidence that carboxylic acid moieties were solely responsible for Y interaction, and the ferrocenyl groups and CNT provided little to no uptake by themselves, and there was no secondary adsorption onto the experimental setup itself. The concentration drop of Y (in ppm) for all the controls is summarized in Section SI-17.† The ratio of Y ion uptake to carboxyl adsorption sites (Fig. 3b) was close to the theoretical value of 1/3 for the formation of a RE(RCOO)3 complex, showing the high accessibility and utilization of the redox-copolymer adsorption sites. A detailed description of the adsorption site calculation is given in Section SI-6.† P1 and P(FPMAm70-co-MAA30) (P2) have utilized most REE binding sites within 1 h. P(FPMAm25-co-MAA75) (P3) showed a slightly lower binding site utilization. This could either indicate a slower adsorption kinetics or be

### Table 1 Overview of the copolymer composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer ratio [mol% FPMAm]</th>
<th>Targeta</th>
<th>Measuredb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P(FPMAm44-co-MAA56) (P1)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(FPMAm70-co-MAA30) (P2)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(FPMAm25-co-MAA75) (P3)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFPMAm (P4)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(BzMA52-MAA48) (P5)</td>
<td>50c</td>
<td>52c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Targeted monomer ratio at the start of the reaction. b The FPMAm content was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy. c Mol% BzMA.

3.3. REE adsorption

3.3.1 Investigation of the polymer structure and target REE screening. Adsorption experiments for Y, and additional Na ions, were performed on several different adsorbents, including P(FPMAm)-CNT (ferrocene functional group control), P(FPMAm70-co-MAA30)-CNT, P(FPMAm25-co-MAA75)-CNT, and P(BzMA52-MAA48)-CNT (non-redox active control), as well as just CNT, to evaluate the effect of the polymer structure. All tests for all adsorbents and all REEs were performed under the same conditions (10 mL of aqueous solution containing 1 mM RE(Cl)3 and 20 mM NaCl, 1 h run time, open circuit, pH of 6, at room temperature).

Based on experimental results (Fig. 3a), the Y ion uptake increased with increasing methacrylic acid content in carboxylic acid moieties. Negligible Y uptake was observed on electrodes coated with the active material without carboxylic acid groups (P(FPMAm)-CNT and CNT controls), providing strong evidence that carboxylic acid moieties were solely responsible for Y interaction, and the ferrocenyl groups and CNT provided little to no uptake by themselves, and there was no secondary adsorption onto the experimental setup itself. The concentration drop of Y (in ppm) for all the controls is summarized in Section SI-17.† The ratio of Y ion uptake to carboxyl adsorption sites (Fig. 3b) was close to the theoretical value of 1/3 for the formation of a RE(RCOO)3 complex, showing the high accessibility and utilization of the redox-copolymer adsorption sites. A detailed description of the adsorption site calculation is given in Section SI-6.† P1 and P(FPMAm70-co-MAA30) (P2) have utilized most REE binding sites within 1 h. P(FPMAm25-co-MAA75) (P3) showed a slightly lower binding site utilization. This could either indicate a slower adsorption kinetics or be
attributed to increased steric or coulombic interactions. Adsorption experiments of REEs of interest (Y, Nd, Eu, Gd, Dy, and Ce) with Na ions were performed on P1-CNT electrodes. Nd, Eu, Gd, Dy, and Ce were tested under the same conditions as yttrium (10 mL of aqueous solution containing 1 mM RE(Cl)₃ and 20 mM NaCl, 1 h run time, open circuit, pH of 6, room temperature). All REEs tested showed significant uptake using P1-CNT (Fig. 3c), with the ion to adsorption site ratio close to 1/3 as well (Fig. 3d), indicating similar mechanisms for these trivalent cations. For Dy and Ce, there was a higher ratio of adsorbed REE ions per adsorption site, indicating that fewer carboxylic acid groups were binding each cation, which may hint at other possible coordination geometries at play with these two elements. Further investigation of the ligand binding mechanisms will be carried out in future work for these elements.

The influence of ionic strength was investigated to evaluate various aqueous conditions in practical applications. The effect of ionic strength on the adsorption of Y(III) was tested at various initial concentrations of NaCl from 5 to 100 mM. As shown in Fig. S31,† the adsorption capacity decreases at higher concentrations of Na⁺, but the degree of reduction is extremely small. These results show that Y(III) has a stronger binding force than Na⁺ for the adsorption sites and that P1-CNT electrodes can be used to remove REEs from aqueous waste streams containing various amounts of salt.

3.3.2 Effect of solution pH. The pH of the solution is a major factor affecting the degree of protonation, and thus the adsorption capacity of carboxylic acid-based adsorbents. The effect of pH on the adsorption of Y(III) was investigated in a pH range of 2–7. Precipitation of insoluble REE hydroxides at pH above 7 limits the usability under basic conditions. The adsorption of Y(III) on P1-CNT had a strong pH-dependence, as shown in Fig. 4a. There was little to no Y(III) adsorption for pH < 4 since the carboxylic acid groups are fully protonated at low pH and the pKₐ of free PMAA is around 4.7.† Increasing the pH resulted in deprotonation of the adsorbent, and therefore led to an increase in active adsorption sites available for REE cations. The highest uptake was observed at pH 6, which is the pH of the unadjusted solution used for all other experiments (adsorption capacity of 34.7 mg Y per g P1-CNT). The distribution coefficient (Kₜ) was also calculated for different pH values and is shown in Section SI-19,† The pH for both adsorption and electrochemical release was measured and is reported in Table S5.† For both sorption and release cases, the pH change is very limited, which emphasises that pH changes do not play a major role in adsorption or regeneration performance.

3.3.3 Adsorption kinetics. To measure the kinetics of Y(III) adsorption over the P1-CNT electrode, the adsorption was monitored at different contact times from 0 to 24 h, as shown in Fig. 4b. The adsorption capacity was shown to reach equilibrium within 60 min. To evaluate the adsorption process of Y(III) for P1-CNT electrodes, pseudo-first-order (PFO) and pseudo-second-order (PSO) kinetic models were used to fit the experimental kinetic data. A detailed description of the kinetic models is given in Section SI-4,† with fitted plots presented in Fig. S3 and S4.† The parameters of the PFO and PSO models and the correlation coefficients (R²) estimated using the two models are given in Table S1.†

3.3.4 Adsorption isotherms. The adsorption data were fitted with Langmuir or Freundlich isotherms.† The adsorption models are given in Section SI-5,†
solution concentration levels compared to its uptake. Even with a higher concentration of Na⁺, the REE ions showed a stronger binding to the adsorption sites, following the expected behaviour of these selective anionic ligands. These results indicated that P1-CNT could remove REEs in the presence of a significant excess of competing ions. Selectivity of P1-CNT between REEs also was investigated through competitive adsorption tests with Y vs. Ce and Y vs. Dy. For these competitive adsorptions, we used 1 h contact time in 10 mL aqueous solution, with 1 mM for each of the REE salts (and without competing NaCl). The RSF values for Y/Ce and Y/Dy, obtained using ICP measurements, are shown in Table 2. The carboxylic acid ligands serve as the models for the proof of concept in the current work, with future incorporation of more selective ligands between REEs being equally flexible through the synthetic pathways presented above.

### 3.4. Redox-mediated regeneration and cycling

Most importantly, we evaluate the electrochemical regeneration of our redox-copolymer systems for the bound REEs. In practical column adsorption applications, stripping of adsorbed ions is required for reuse of the adsorbent in the subsequent adsorption. While traditional ion exchange resins require stripping with a strong acid or base, thus generating an additional hazardous and corrosive waste stream, our proposed combination of carboxylic acid and redox active ferrocene moieties within a single copolymer allows for solely electrochemically controlled regeneration of the adsorbent. Compared to traditional adsorbents, our electrochemical approach only requires electricity for desorption, thus eliminating the need for highly acidic or alkaline stripping reagents. Bound REE ions can be released into solution through electrostatic repulsion of the positively charged ferrocenium ions, through electrochemically driven oxidation. The electrosorption of REE loaded P1-CNT electrodes was investigated under various applied positive potentials (Fig. 5a) for 1 h for releasing adsorbed Y(III) into 20 mM NaCl electrolyte. As depicted in Fig. 5a, P1-CNT exhibited almost full regeneration when applying +0.8 V during the first cycle desorption without using any acid or other stripping chemical additives. The successful adsorption and release of Y(III) on P1-CNT was also confirmed through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Fig. 5d) as well as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analyses (Section SI-7†), by monitoring the increase in yttrium content after adsorption, and its close to complete removal after electrochemical regeneration. Regeneration of P1-CNT was also tested with other REEs (Fig. 5c), with loaded P1-CNT releasing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion A</th>
<th>Ion B</th>
<th>RSF_{A/B}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y³⁺</td>
<td>Na⁺</td>
<td>610.3 ± 6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy³⁺</td>
<td>Y³⁺</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y³⁺</td>
<td>Ce³⁺</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Estimated relative separation factors using P1-CNT electrodes

*Fig. 4 (a) Effect of pH on Y(III) adsorption uptake on P1-CNT. (b) Kinetic data and pseudo-first-order model for the adsorption. (c) Adsorption isotherm and Langmuir fit line of Y(III) adsorption on P1-CNT.*
adsorbed RE(III) into 20 mM NaCl upon applying +0.8 V for 1 h. Regeneration parameters for P1-CNT were set using Y(III) as the model for REE ions.

To prove the importance of the redox-active groups for release of REE ions, a copolymer with 52 mol% BzMA instead of FPMAm (P(BzMA52-MAA48), P5) was used, with BzMA being a non-redox control. P5-CNT showed a similar uptake to P1, but poor regeneration at 0.8 V (Fig. 5b), confirming that the redox-active ferrocene moieties are critical to promoting electrochemically regenerated release. Experiments varying the ratio of carboxylic acid to ferrocenyl groups showed that with increasing carboxylic acid group (binding site) content compared to ferrocene, desorption became less efficient (Fig. 5b), reconfirming the idea that the oxidation of ferrocene groups to ferrocenium cations is the driving force of the ion desorption process. XPS was used to estimate the ratio between reduced and oxidized ferrocene sites from the high-resolution Fe 2p spectra of the surface of P1-CNT (Fig. 6a–c). The oxidation degrees of Fe on the surface of pristine (or blank) P1-CNT and P1-CNT after adsorption of Y(III) in 1 mM YCl3 and 20 mM NaCl for 1 h were similar to each other, with both showing that most of the Fe sites were in a reduced state. After regeneration (desorption) of the P1-CNT electrode via chronoamperometry at +0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 20 mM NaCl for 1 h, over 70% of the Fe sites were oxidized. This result further suggests that the mechanism for desorption can be attributed to the oxidation of ferrocene.

Along with regeneration, reusability of the P1-CNT electrode is needed. As XPS analysis indicated in Fig. 6a–c, the number oxidized Fe⁺ species increased after the application of positive potential during regeneration. To allow for sufficient uptake in the following cycles, the oxidized Fe⁺ needs to be reduced back to Fe to start a new cycle of REE adsorption. Reducing the P1-CNT electrode completely is crucial to prevent excessive positive charges from repelling the REE cations, limiting the REE uptake.

The results of four adsorption–desorption cycles are shown in Fig. 6d. P1-CNT showed a minor decrease in uptake over 4 cycles but retained its regeneration efficiency. Desorption capabilities remained relatively constant over the course of the recycling runs, averaging around 80% recovery of the REE by electrochemical regeneration. Finally, an evaluation of energy integration and consumption for desorption was carried out (see Section SI-12 for calculation details†). We estimated that an energy consumption of about 79.3 kcal mol⁻¹ Y was incurred for desorption at 0.8 V for 1 h. The use of lower potentials for oxidation showed lower energy consumption per mol of desorbed Y; however, these had significantly lower REE recovery, demonstrating that further process optimization can help decrease overall electricity consumption in the future, by improved selection of operational parameters. In parallel, molecular design of both ligands and redox-active groups can be expected to progressively increase the regeneration efficiency and reversibility.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we propose a new redox-copolymer as a promising proof-of-concept platform for electrochemically regenerated ion-exchange for REE recovery. Redox-copolymers..
containing carboxylic acid and ferrocene moieties were synthesized and studied for their effectiveness in recovery of REEs (Y, Nd, Eu, Gd, Dy, and Ce) from aqueous solutions. The copolymer showed increasing REE adsorption capacities with increasing content of MAA (the REE binding group), with a 50/50 ratio of ferrocenyl groups to carboxylic acid groups providing an optimal balance between uptake and electrochemical regeneration. Adsorption of Y(III) on P1-CNT showed an equilibrium capacity of 69.4 mg Y(III) per g polymer at an optimal pH of 6. Electrochemical desorption of the adsorbed REE from the electrodes was achieved using a positive potential vs. Ag/AgCl, to release the bound cation by electrostatic repulsion without the need for additional stripping reagents, achieving close to full regeneration under electrochemical conditions. The adsorption capacity of the recycled P1-CNT electrodes remained relatively constant during four consecutive cycles, confirming the structural stability of the redox-active copolymer. In conclusion, our work demonstrates that redox-copolymers can be a tunable functional material platform for electrochemically regenerable REE adsorption, providing modularity and sustainability to chemical adsorption systems, and pointing to future applicability in REE valorization from waste streams, chemical manufacturing separations, and even secondary recovery from various hydrometallurgical streams. We expect this fundamental concept of combining redox-groups with chemical ligands to be expanded to broader ion-exchange processes in the future.
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